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This study is the third in a series of topics as they relate to the concept of criti-
cal thinking. Formerly we explored the subjects of citizenship and statehood. For at 
least two decades, truth-seekers in the realms of government, law and history have 
often veered off course in one direction or another, much as a guided missile will do 
as it tracks its target. As new information comes to light and is digested by the com-
munity, new insights emerge regarding what certain terms actually mean and how 
they may have been misinterpreted or misapplied, deliberately or not, with or without
scienter, by the government, the serious students and the general public. It seems in-
evitable that those who honestly seek the truth will find themselves wandering from 
one opinion to another about a certain topic, due to the opinionated assertions of 
those discovering the newly emerging insights. These assertions may be as silly as 
the one who calls himself "Hollywood" saying that the word "reliable" actually means 
"able to lie repeatedly", to the more sensible sounding claim that the word "unalien-
able" pertains to having a lien placed upon one's certain rights. Silly or sensible, the 
ones expressing these new, or recently established ideas within the truthers' arena, 
are generally sincere and even passionate about their favorite ideas. There are many 
intelligent people within the scope of this article who genuinely believe that one must 
qualify one's location as being "on" their respective state or county, rather than "in" 
it. The absurdity of this notion can be easily illustrated with the example of livestock 
and their corrals, pastures or pens. Are they "in" the pen, or "on" the pen? Obviously,
they are "in" the pen and "on" the land. Fences and borders are both used to define 
the area ON the land which they enclose. Some would say that borders are merely 
imaginary lines, which is true. In many cases, though, they are defined by mountain 
ridges, rivers and the like, as well as actual fences and walls. So are the imaginary 
lines that are visually and physically represented by the fences of whatever corral, 
pasture or pen being defined. Does this mean that the insights and the information 
leading to them are invalid? Of course not. It simply means that the dauntless seeker
of truth has wandered a bit off course, just like the guided missile alluded to earlier. 
Missile guidance systems are deliberately designed to work in just this manner. Once
the target is identified and locked in (or on), the gyroscopes will discover the errors as
the missile slowly wanders off course and begin the corrections, which will inevitably 
lead it off course in the opposite direction, but the important thing is that it is still 
progressing towards the target. In other words, missile guidance systems are excel-
lent examples of critical thinking. Lesson to be learned: having good information and 
even good insight does not necessarily lead to good and valid conclusions.

The controversy i've chosen for this examination is the current distinction be-
ing made between status and standing by some who are considered to be on the cut-
ting edge of knowledge and insight. It has been suggested that status refers to the 
commercial venue of public corporations, under Roman Civil Law; whereas standing 
pertains to the private venue of the Common Law. It sounds good, and it may even 
have some basis in how the Roman attornment cartel interprets things to obfuscate 
the truth within the realm of the pagan civil law. The trouble with adopting that per-
spective is that it tends to lend credence to the attorneys and other ministerial agents
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of the Crown Corporation and the Vatican, which governs the civil law realm with its 
canon law and the chancery courts of the Roman curia. Logic and sound reason rule 
in the Common Law forum of our republics, both state and federal. One of the major 
distinctions between Common Law and Civil Law is that words do not have special 
meanings in Common Law venues. They must be interpreted according to common 
usage, not colorable, not subject to esoteric practices. The problem, as this writer 
sees it, is that when truth seekers discover how the lawyer guild has hidden a trap 
for us to fall into, they forget which side of the fence it is they belong. This leads them
to make what amounts to tactical blunders. They begin to think as if they are subject
to the whims of the "rules of court" or even traditions of the Crown or BAR. Whereas 
they once thought outside the box, they begin to think as though they must be "on" 
the box.

So, to begin, let us consult the dictionary to understand our terms.
Status v. Standing

www.Dictionary.com
standing
[stan-ding]

noun
1) rank or status, especially with respect to social, economic, or personal position, 
reputation, etc.: He had little standing in the community.
2) good position, reputation, or credit: He is a merchant of standing in the community.
3) length of existence, continuance, residence, membership, experience, etc.: a friend 
of long standing.
4) standings, Sports. a list of teams or contestants arranged according to their past 
records: According to the standings, the White Sox are leading the division by three 
games.
5) the act of a person or thing that stands.
6) a place where a person or thing stands.
7) Law. the right to initiate or participate in a legal action: having standing as a friend
of the court.

adjective
8) having an erect or upright position: a standing lamp.
9) performed in or from an erect position: a standing jump.
10) still; not flowing or stagnant, as water; stationary.
11) continuing without cessation or change; lasting or permanent.
12) continuing in operation, force, use, etc.: a standing rule.
13) customary or habitual; generally understood: We have a standing bridge game ev-
ery Friday night.

status
[stey-tuhs, stat-uhs]   

noun
1) the position of an individual in relation to another or others, especially in regard to
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social or professional standing.
2) state or condition of affairs: Arbitration has failed to change the status of the dis-
agreement.
3) Law. the standing of a person before the law.

adjective
conferring or believed to confer elevated status: a status car; a status job.

Origin of status
1665–75; < Latin: the condition of standing, stature, status, equivalent to sta- (variant 
stem of stāre to stand) + -tus suffix of v. action
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